Ss were trained on letter pairs or letter strings in an artificial grammar learning paradigm to determine the extent to which implicit learning is driven by simple associative knowledge. Learning on strings resulted in sensitivity to violations of grammaticality and in transfer to a changed letter set. Learning on letter pairs resulted in less sensitivity and no transfer. Discrepancies in performance were later reduced, but not eliminated, by equating the task demands of the conditions during learning. A direct test of associative knowledge showed that training on letter pairs resulted in knowledge of legal bigrams, but this knowledge was only weakly related to violation sensitivity. The experiments demonstrate that knowledge of isolated associations is sufficient to support some learning, but this knowledge cannot explain the more abstract knowledge that results from learning on complete exemplars.
Implicit learning is a process by which people obtain knowledge about the structure of the world without conscious knowledge of this structure. In particular, implicit learning is contrasted with explicit learning whereby people make an active attempt to decode the structure underlying exemplars by testing hypotheses and incorporating them into a conscious theory (Reber 1967 (Reber , 1989 . Learning refers to the process of acquiring knowledge. As such, researchers can either focus on learning or focus on the knowledge that results from learning. Some implicit learning research focuses on determining whether the resulting knowledge is implicit or explicit rather than on the content of this knowledge. Although the experiments in this study address the explicitness of knowledge to some extent, the primary focus is on the content and generality of the acquired knowledge rather than on whether this knowledge is available to introspection.
Implicit learning research paradigms are designed to maximize the kind of learning in which humans engage on a daily basis without being explicitly aware that they are doing so. To this end, people are exposed to novel systems with complex exemplars. The relation among atoms or components of the exemplars are not apparent in the surface structure of the system. In addition, the instructions and learning exemplars are presented in such a way as to discourage conscious pattern searching or explicit hypothesis testing. The systems used in implicit learning studies range from learning that is based on subtle associations in the environment to learning that is based on more complex, artificial systems. For example, in social information-processing experiments, Lewicki (1986) found that subtle covariations of stimuli in the environment have a dramatic effect on subsequent behavior. In system control tasks, subjects try to achieve a target output by manipulating input variables in a set of linear equations underpinning the behavior of a complex system. These systems take such forms as models of the economy and city transport systems (Broadbent, 1990; Broadbent, Fitzgerald, & Broadbent, 1986) . In sequence learning experiments, subjects learn to track the location of a target that appears on a computer screen according to a complex pattern sequence (Lewicki, Czyzewska, & Hoffman, 1987) . In artificial grammar learning studies (Reber, 1967 (Reber, , 1989 , subjects are exposed to consonant strings generated according to a specific set of rules and are later asked to distinguish test strings consistent with the rules from test strings containing violations of the rules. In all cases, people become increasingly sensitive to the structure inherent in these systems, even though they cannot explain their behavior in explicit terms. In sum, this research suggests that people have a tacit sensitivity to the inherent organization of information in the environment and that they are adept and facile learners of the structure.
Much of the implicit learning research, especially in the domain of artificial grammar learning, is focused on identifying the mental processing and structural form taken by learning. The suggestion that subjects actually acquire the same rules used by experimenters for generating stimuli seems ludicrous. But what then do people learn? A number of hypotheses persist, ranging from the suggestion that this learning is driven by explicit knowledge of simple associations (Perruchet, Gallego, & Savy, 1990; Perruchet & Pacteau, 1990) or patterns in stimuli (Dulany, Carlson, & Dewey, 1984) , by positional knowledge of letter bigrams (Dienes, Broadbent, & Berry, 1991) , by an implicit chunking mechanism Servan-Schreiber & Anderson, 1990) , by knowledge of entire exemplars (Brooks & Vokey, 1991; Vokey & Brooks, 1992) , or by an abstraction of the underlying rules in a complex system (Reber, 1989) . Our primary objective is to examine the first claim, namely that implicit learning is fundamentally grounded in the knowledge of simple associations. Because the experimental domain used in this investigation is artificial grammar learning, a more detailed description of the procedures involved is necessary. 396 The format taken in artificial grammar learning studies is as follows. The exemplars are consonant strings generated according to the rules of a finite-state grammar (as shown in Figure  1 ). These grammars are used because subjects are unlikely to have had prior experience with these exemplars. This grammar consists of five letter consonants, and the beginning and ending of a string is marked by a number sign (#). Stimuli are generated by following any sequence of arrows from a start state to an end state. Examples of valid, or grammatical, letter strings are #MMX#, #VTTVTX#, and #MRRMRTVX#. Artificial grammar studies are conducted in two phases. In the acquisition phase, the subject acquires knowledge of the grammar by exposure to exemplars. The knowledge acquired is assessed in the testing phase with a grammaticality task in which the subject must categorize valid and invalid letter strings. Invalid letter strings are generated with the same letters as are valid strings, but invalid strings contain violations of the grammar.
Knowledge is most often assessed in terms of the number of correct classification judgments. Because subjects can correctly classify the grammaticality of a letter string significantly more often than would be expected if subjects were responding merely at chance levels, Reber (1967 Reber ( , 1989 inferred that subjects are exploiting the underlying structure of the stimuli. Furthermore, because subjects are unable to verbalize the formal rules driving their performance, this process must be implicit and nonconscious, resulting in a knowledge structure that is an abstract representation of the stimulus domain.
Questions concerning the memory structures that result from implicit learning have been of particular interest in the domain of artificial grammar learning. Reber (1967 Reber ( , 1989 advocated the view that individuals learn by implicitly abstracting knowledge of stimulus structure. He argued that subjects are engaged in "an unconscious abstraction process which maps veridically the intrinsic structure of the environment" (Reber & Allen, 1978, p. 191) . Although subjects' knowledge may be grounded in the covariation of letter pairs and letter triplets (Reber & Lewis, 1977) , the systematic relations among letters is preserved in such a way as to abstract across the set of exemplars.
A growing number of researchers are taking issue with Reber's characterization of the knowledge acquired by subjects. For example, according to Brooks (1978) , Brooks & Vokey (1991) , and Vokey and Brooks (1992) , much of the data supporting the existence of rule-governed processes, such as abstractions and prototypes, can also be interpreted in terms of a nonanalytic process. On this view, the mental representation of a particular concept consists of all encountered instances of that concept. A new instance is then identified by similarity to an old instance rather than by abstraction. For example, a subject might classify a new instance, such as the string #MMRTX#, as grammatical on the basis of the high degree of overlap of letters in the same positions with the known string #MMRVX#. In contrast, artificial grammar learning could be based on explicit knowledge of specific string fragments (Dulany et al., 1984) or letter associations (Perruchet & Pacteau, 1990) and their permissible locations within strings (Dienes et al., 1991) . Letter associations contain two letters, whereas string frag- ments may contain three or more letters. String fragments carry more positional information than do simple letter associations. This is because letter associations can occur in multiple positions within a string, whereas fragments are embedded with more positional constraints. Dulany et al. instructed subjects to cross out the portions of strings that made them ungrammatical and to underline the portions of strings that made them grammatical. The underscored letters were then treated as positional rules in order to predict performance. Because subjects' judgments were predictive of subjects' performance in the grammaticality task, Dulany et al. concluded that artificial grammar learning is based on explicit knowledge of string fragments rather than on unconscious abstraction. Mathews et al. (1989) provided supporting evidence for the idea that subjects learn string fragments but additionally learn where fragments belong in test strings. By using a verbal protocol procedure for probing subjects' condition-action rules, Mathews et al. discovered that subjects actively rely on knowledge of characteristic string fragments and the legal positions of these fragments within test strings when making grammaticality judgments. Servan-Schreiber and Anderson (1990) provided additional support for the idea that subjects learn characteristic string fragments, or chunks. Their subjects memorized letter strings presented in a chunked format (e.g., VTV TTR vx) just as easily as letter strings presented in the standard format (e.g., VTVTTRVx)as long as the chunks were consistent units across a set of training items. But subjects had a difficult time memorizing letter strings when the learning exemplars were chunked randomly. Additionally, subjects classified nongrammatical test strings more readily when the strings contained invalid chunks than when the chunks in a string were all valid but were presented in an invalid order. The findings that (a) systematically chunked exemplars cause no interference with normal learning and (b) subjects are especially sensitive to chunks that contain violations suggest that knowledge of characteristic letter patterns could be an important feature of implicit learning.
In contrast, Perruchet and Pacteau (1990) argued that classification performance can be explained primarily by means of explicit knowledge of the letter pairs produced by the finite-state grammar. Using Reber's (1967 Reber's ( , 1989 general experimental paradigm, Perruchet and Pacteau demonstrated that subjects exposed to letter pairs during acquisition perform no differently on grammaticality judgments than subjects exposed to letter strings, barring knowledge of legal initial letters. In addition, subjects trained on strings were much more sensitive to violations of permissible letter pairs than to violations of letter location, suggesting that knowledge for letter associations is a more salient product of artificial grammar learning than knowledge of letter location. Finally, Perruchet and Pacteau demonstrated that knowledge of legal letter associations was sufficient for approximating performance in the grammaticality task, as long as violations did not extend to illegal letter position. Taken together, these findings suggest that explicit knowledge of letter pairs may be sufficient to account for the performance observed in the artificial grammar learning paradigm.
However, Dienes et al. (1991) investigated the role of positional knowledge over and above knowledge of legal letter associations. Following acquisition, subjects were presented with stems of grammatical strings ranging in length from zero to five letters. For each stem, subjects were also presented with each of the letters in the grammar and were then asked to rate their confidence in the admissibility of that letter for completing the stem. Because performance on the stem-completion task was sufficient to account for subjects' classification performance, Dienes et al. concluded that subjects are capable of judging the validity of letter strings by using knowledge of isolated letter associations, though knowledge of positional dependencies is highly implicated in this knowledge.
Thus a prevailing question is whether implicit learning is fundamentally an associational process. That is, To what extent is implicit learning based on the ability to abstract the underlying rules describing the stimulus structure as compared with some form of simple associational learning? Although the approaches taken by Perruchet and Pacteau (1990) and Dienes et al. (1991) provided evidence for the proposal that knowledge of letter pairs is a salient factor in explaining what subjects learn in the artificial grammar learning paradigm, this may not extend to some important findings.
In particular, associational accounts have not investigated transfer performance, a phenomenon that is often taken as compelling evidence for the learning of abstract structure. Results from a number of studies may provide support for Reber's (1989) claim that subjects learn something more abstract than simple letter associations (Brooks & Vokey, 1991; Mathews et al., 1989; Reber, 1969; Reber & Lewis, 1977) . For example, a convenient feature of the finite-state systems used to generate learning materials in artificial grammar learning experiments is that the grammar can be instantiated in any letter set. Researchers have capitalized on this feature to investigate subjects' ability to transfer knowledge to changed letter sets. These studies consistently demonstrate that subjects exposed to study exemplars instantiated in one letter set will continue to demonstrate sensitivity to the grammar even when they are asked to classify test items generated with a different letter set (Brooks & Vokey, 1991; Mathews et al. 1989; Reber, 1969) . These findings suggest that artificial grammar learning is not solely tied to the surface features provided by the letters. What is not apparent is whether knowledge of letter pairs conveys any more than surface features.
On the one hand, it is increasingly apparent that people are sensitive to the surface characteristics of learning exemplars as evidenced by their knowledge of specific letter pairs. However, sensitivity to letter pairs as a result of learning on entire exemplars does not guarantee that simple associations are fundamental knowledge units in artificial grammar learning. If the atoms of implicit learning truly are simple associations, then one would think that subjects could learn as much on exposure to letter pairs as on exposure to letter strings. However, if transfer involves some operation or inference that goes beyond the specific surface characteristics conveyed in isolated letter pairs, then it may be impossible to provide an account of transfer performance that is based on associational knowledge units. For example, it is not certain that subjects exposed to letter pairs during learning can acquire the higher level knowledge necessary for making a mapping from one surface instantiation of deep structure to another. Thus, defining the limits of associational knowledge involves determining whether people can transfer knowledge from a known stimulus domain to a novel stimulus domain on the basis of simple associations alone, that is, whether higher order structure is implicit in associational knowledge or whether knowledge of higher order structure must necessarily be conveyed by longer letter patterns.
In short, the purpose of this series of experiments is to further investigate the extent of learning that occurs when subjects are exposed to letter pairs from an artificial grammar as compared with the extent of learning evident when subjects learn on exposure to letter strings. If simple associations are indeed at the root of implicit learning, then subjects should not differ in their ability to detect violations of grammaticality. Additionally, subjects exposed to letter pairs during acquisition should exhibit just as much transfer to a changed letter set as subjects who are exposed to letter strings.
Experiment 1

Method Subjects
The subjects were 152 undergraduates at New Mexico State University participating in the study as partial fulfillment of requirements for an introductory psychology course.
Procedure
Subjects participated in groups ranging in size from 5 to 19. The experiment was conducted in two phases. In the acquisition phase, subjects were exposed to study items, and in the test phase, subjects were asked to determine the validity of test strings.
Acquisition phase. Subjects fell into one of eight groups in the acquisition phase. They were trained on letter pairs or letter strings, on the same or a different grammar than they would encounter in the test items and on the same or a different letter set than would be encountered in the test items.
Materials were projected onto a screen for 40-s intervals, then hidden from view while subjects generated the items by writing them on scratch paper. Subjects who learned with strings were exposed to a list of three strings at a time, whereas subjects who learned with pairs were exposed to a list of 12 or 13 pairs at a time. After subjects generated the items on scratch paper, they were given 40 s to check their answers and review the materials on the screen. Once subjects generated a list perfectly from memory, they were no longer required to generate the items; they were only asked to study the list when it was displayed on the screen. When all the subjects in the room had memorized a list of items to criterion, the experimenter went on to the next list.
Test phase. During the test phase, all subjects were given the same list of test items and a sheet for marking their answers (this contrasts with the acquisition phase in which each group received a different set of items). The instructions accompanying the list of test items were the same for all conditions and informed subjects that the order of letters in each item of the set they had studied was determined by a complex set of rules allowing certain letters to follow other letters. They were also told that one third of the letter strings on their test sheets were generated exactly according to the rules and two thirds of the items contained violations of the rules. Subjects were then asked to determine which of the test strings conformed to the rules and which of the test strings violated the rules and to mark legal strings as "True" on their answer sheets and illegal strings as "False." Subjects in all conditions were informed that they should make their grammaticality judgments on the basis of the information to which they had been exposed in the previous phase, even if the task seemed impossible. This was important for subjects in the more difficult conditions, especially those receiving a different grammar or letter set from acquisition to testing.
Materials
Two grammars of equal informational content were adapted from Reber (1969) . The first grammar is shown in Figure 1 ; the second grammar is shown in Figure 2 . Several steps were taken to equate the information conveyed by pairs as compared with the information conveyed by strings. First, the frequency with which pairs occurred in (6) ws (8) ss(l) sw(3) wz(l) z# (10) SP (3) PN (5) NZ (6) ww (2) NP (9) PZ (3) SN (5) PS (4) #N (5) pp (2) NN (2) Different j #z(5) zz(l) zs (3) ss (3) sw (9) w# (10) zw (5) wp (4) PW ( (1) x# (10) RT (3) TV (5) vx (6) MM (2) VT (9) TX (3) RV (5) TR (4) #v (5) TT (2) w (2) #x (5) xx (l) XR (3) RR (3) RM (9) M# (10) XM (5) MT (4) TM ( Reber, 1969 , Journal of Experimental Psychology, 81, p. 116. Copyright 1969 by the American Psychological Association. study strings was retained in the presentation of study pairs. Second, the number signs used to delimit strings were preserved in letter pairs and provided a means for conveying information about the beginnings and endings of strings in the pairs materials. For example, #v, vv, vx, and x# are pairs resulting from the string #vvx#. Third, because previous studies have demonstrated that subjects are particularly sensitive to errors occurring at the beginning and the end of strings (Reber & Allen, 1978) , the two outermost letters on a string never entered into a grammatical violation. Fourth, the number of letter repetitions was limited to two. Table 1 shows the 18 letter strings generated from each of the two grammars. Although these letter strings do not exhaust the legal set, they were chosen in such a way as to represent all paths through the grammar. The grammars were each instantiated in two letter sets (M, R, T, V, X and w, s, p, N, Z), resulting in four combinations of grammar (Gl and G2) and letter (LI and L2) set, therefore yielding Gl-Ll, G1-L2, G2-L1, and G2-L2. Study strings for each combination were typed in six, randomly ordered lists of 3 strings each.
Study items for strings groups.
Study items for pairs groups. Table 1 also shows the 75 pairs generated from the study strings in proportion to the frequency with which they occurred in the strings. Study pairs were typed in six vertical lists of 12 or 13 pairs each. Pairs were randomly ordered in the lists. Note. NPP = nonpermissible pairs; NPL = nonpermissible location.
Test items. Table 2 shows the test strings used in Experiment 1; all conditions were tested on this set. Three categories of test strings were created from G1-L2: new grammatical strings, nongrammatical strings with nonpermissible letter pairs (NPP), and nongrammatical strings with pairs in a nonpermissible location (NPL). NPP violations were created by inserting an illegal pair into a grammatical string. For example, sz is illegal in G1-L2, so the grammatical string #wwz# can be turned into an NPP string by inserting sz in such a way as to obtain #wsz#. This contrasts with NPL violations that were created by inserting a legal pair in the wrong location in a string. For example, #wwz# may be turned into an NPL string by inserting the legal pair SN in an illegal position to get #WSNZ#. In this case, all pairs are legal, but the string as a whole is not. Strings ranging in length from 5 to 10 characters (including the delimiters) were created in each category of test strings to preserve as closely as possible the proportions of strings of similar lengths in the study items. Seventeen letter strings were generated for each category of test strings and were included twice in the entire set of test items, resulting in 102 test strings. Twenty different random orders were generated for the set of test strings, resulting in 20 different test booklets.
Scoring
In the majority of artificial grammar learning studies, the percentage of correct responses has been used to assess performance, but because the focus in this study was to determine the degree of sensitivity subjects displayed for particular types of errors, an alternative measure was used. Violation sensitivity scores were computed by subtracting from the percentage of correct rejections, or nongrammatical items correctly labeled as violations, the percentage of misses, or grammatical items mislabeled as violations (taken from Perruchet & Pacteau, 1990) . A violation sensitivity score of zero corresponds to no sensitivity, whereas increases in value indicate increases in sensitivity to a grammatical violation. An advantage of using violation sensitivity scores over a more standard measure, such as hits or percent correct responses, is that subtracting the percentage of misses from the percentage of correct rejections provides a measure of sensitivity to violation type. This is essential in our attempt to investigate differences in knowledge of letter pairs versus knowledge of letter position because sensitivity is reflected in the ability to detect these two violation types.
Analyses
The design of this experiment would lead one to think that the analysis of variance (ANOVA) would provide the appropriate analysis of the data. However, various considerations led us to reject this approach. First, as argued above, it is of primary concern to determine whether the individual conditions result in significant violation sensitivity and, the ANOVA tests only for differences between conditions. Second, many of the interactions from an overall ANOVA reflect complex combinations of conditions in which effects are expected and those in which no effects are expected. Consequently, subsequent tests would be needed to untangle these interactions. We followed instead a more direct strategy of performing selected comparisons that have theoretical interest. We realize that conducting numerous t tests can lead to inflated Type I error rates, but we rely on replication to deal with this problem. In other words, we attempt to replicate significant results over the course of this series of experiments and thus require replication before drawing conclusions that are based on a single experimental finding. We report the probability of the obtained t values to allow readers to use their own criteria in evaluating our findings. The particular comparisons we used are described in the next section.
Variables
The four variables under investigation in this study were (a) length of study exemplar (pairs vs. strings), (b) same or different grammar (grammar-same vs. grammar-different), (c) same or changed letter set (letters-same vs. letters-different), and (d) violation type (NPL vs. NPP).
First, NPL-and NPP-type violations were used to determine the extent to which subjects are sensitive to violations of letter location as compared with violations of letter pairs. Logically speaking, violations of the location (NPL) should be impossible for subjects to detect when their knowledge is solely based on letter pairs. However, pairs groups should be able to detect violations of permissible letter pairs (NPP) during the testing phase.
Second, performance on a changed grammar, as compared with that on the same grammar, is not particularly interesting in and of itself. Rather, grammar-changed conditions were used as a means for assessing any procedural or methodological effects resulting from the task or materials. For example, if any learning occurs during the presentation of the testing materials, then subjects should still exhibit greater than chance sensitivity even when the grammar is changed from learning to testing.
Third, length of study exemplars was manipulated to investigate the extent to which performance in the testing phase is based on knowledge of letter pairs rather than the overall structure of the letter strings. If subjects are learning simple letter associations, then performance in the pairs and strings conditions should not differ significantly. However, if subjects are learning more than concrete letter pairs, then performance after learning on the letter strings should be significantly better than performance on letter pairs.
Fourth, the rationale for changing the letter set from the acquisition to the testing phase is to determine the extent to which subjects can transfer the knowledge they gain from exposure to exemplars in one letter set to another letter set. If subjects learn just as much on exposure to letter pairs as they do on exposure to letter strings, then transfer to a changed letter set should be comparable for the letter pairs and letter strings conditions.
Results
First, t tests were conducted to determine whether the violation sensitivity scores shown in Table 3 differed significantly from zero (i.e., random responding).
Pairs
Analyses on the pairs data indicated that none of the violation sensitivity scores were significant for the grammarchanged conditions. Subjects also demonstrated no transfer to a changed letter set when the grammar remained the same from acquisition to testing. Performance resulted in a marginal difference when the letter set remained the same from acquisition to testing (grammar-same/letters-same) for NPP-type violations in the pairs condition, /(18) = 1.94, p = .068. However, NPL-type violations were significantly worse than chance, t(18) = -3.38,p = .003. This unanticipated difference means that the grammar-same/letters-same pairs condition made a greater number of misses relative to correct rejections on NPL type violations. Thus, grammar-same/letters-same pairs conditions showed no sensitivity to NPL-type violations and only marginal sensitivity to NPP-type violations.
Strings
In contrast, grammar-same strings conditions were sensitive to both NPP and NPL violations regardless of whether the letter set remained the same or whether it was changed. For example, violation sensitivity scores differed significantly from zero for grammar-same/letters-same strings conditions with NPP-type violations, f(18) = 4.60, p < .001, and NPL-type violations, r(18) = 4.44, p < .001. Grammar-same/lettersdifferent strings conditions were also sensitive to both NPPtype violations, r(18) = 4.40, p < .001, and NPL-type violations, r(18) = 2.34, p = .031. An unanticipated difference surfaced for NPP-type violations in the letters-different/ grammar-changed condition, t(18) = 2.74, p = .013. This difference could suggest that some learning is occurring during the testing phase, though for this to be the case, one would expect similar results in the other grammar-changed conditions. The other possibility could be an anomalous finding, as there is no logical explanation for why subjects would demonstrate any sensitivity when both the grammar and the letters change. Discussion of this result and the unanticipated result from the pairs condition is deferred until Experiment 4 to see first whether they can be replicated.
Strings Versus Pairs
Next, performance was directly compared for the grammarsame strings and pairs conditions. Subjects in the same-letterset strings conditions were significantly more sensitive than those in the same-letter-set pairs conditions, for NPP-type violations, t(36) -2.54,/? = .015, and for NPL-type violations, f(36) = 5.88, p < .001. In addition, subjects in the changedletter-set strings conditions performed significantly better than those in the changed-letter set pairs conditions for NPP-type violations, t(36) = 2.60, p = .014, but not for NPL-type violations, t (36) = 1.63,p = 0.112. 
Discussion
In summary, the purpose of Experiment 1 was to determine whether subjects learn as much when they are exposed to simple associations as they do with exposure to whole exemplars. Subjects who were exposed to strings in the acquisition phase consistently exhibited a higher degree of sensitivity to violations of the grammar in comparison with subjects in the pairs conditions. Additionally, subjects in the strings conditions showed sensitivity to NPP-and NPL-type violations regardless of whether the letter set remained the same or changed. In contrast, pairs subjects showed only marginal sensitivity to NPP-type violations with the same letter set, and they demonstrated no sensitivity whatsoever for NPL-type violations. Finally, subjects in the strings conditions demonstrated the ability to transfer the knowledge gained from exposure to exemplars in the acquisition phase to a completely different letter set. Although transfer performance to a changed letter set is more robust for violations of legal pairs than for violations of position, subjects were still significantly sensitive to violations of legal position. Subjects in the pairs conditions demonstrated no ability of this kind. In all, the results suggest that subjects learn significantly more on exposure to entire strings than on exposure to isolated pairs. Furthermore, the knowledge conveyed in isolated letter pairs does not aid in transfer performance to a changed letter set. Perruchet and Pacteau (1990) found no differences in performance for subjects trained on pairs as compared with subjects trained on strings. In contrast, we found a clear lack of sensitivity to violations of grammaticality for subjects initially exposed to isolated letter pairs. There may be a number of reasons for the discrepancies between our results and those reported by Perruchet and Pacteau. First, subjects in the strings conditions may have demonstrated superior perfor-mance merely because they had more exposure to strings by the time they began the test phase. Second, subjects in the two acquisition conditions may have been attending differentially to the stimuli in the learning phase depending on the task demands for memorizing letter strings as compared with letter pairs. Third, the violations of letter location used in this study were far more subtle than the violations used in Perruchet and Pacteau's first experiment. A number of the violations introduced in their study involved multiple letters and thus were easier to detect. In addition, most of their nongrammatical items contained violations of legal letter pairs. For example, 15 out of 17 of the nongrammatical items used by Perruchet and Pacteau contained nonpermissible letter pairs, and 5 of the 15 nongrammatical items contained two nonpermissible letter pairs instead of one pair. The violations introduced into our test items were more tightly controlled. Our experimental strategy was to introduce subtle violations of grammaticality as a means of determining the extent to which subjects' knowledge reflects letter associations, letter position, or both. Thus, our reasons for using subtle, rather than blatant, violations were to gain more control over the experimental procedure and to provide a more diagnostic test of what subjects are learning.
Experiment 2
In this experiment we introduced three changes in procedure. First, subjects participated in two learning and two test sessions. If the superior performance from learning with letter strings occurs because subjects benefit from knowing what to expect in the test phase, then the pairs conditions should show significant improvement given an additional cycle of acquisition and testing. Second, minor changes were introduced in the design and procedure. We used type of violation as a betweensubjects variable to simplify the task for subjects and to eliminate a possible response bias due to differential proportions of grammatical and nongrammatical test items. The grammar-changed and transfer conditions from Experiment 1 were also dropped. Third, the number of errors made during acquisition in the strings conditions was compared with the number made in the pairs conditions to determine whether this factor could be contributing to differential amounts of training, and thus differential performance.
Method Subjects
The subjects were 80 undergraduates at New Mexico State University participating in partial fulfillment of requirements for an introductory psychology course.
Procedure > Experiment 2 was conducted in two sessions separated by a 5-min break. Each session consisted of an acquisition phase followed by a test phase, but the grammar and letter set used in the two sessions were independent of each other. For example, a subject exposed to Grammar 1 and Letter Set 1 (Gl-Ll) in the first session was exposed to Grammar 2 and Letter Set 2 (G2-L2) in the second session. The other three combinations of grammar and letter set across sessions were G2-L2 and Gl-Ll, G1-L2 and G2-L1, and G2-L1 and G1-L2.
Eighty subjects were randomly assigned to one of these four grammar and letter-set combinations. They were then randomly assigned to one of two groups in the acquisition phase; in one group subjects were trained on letter pairs and in the other group subjects were trained on letter strings. Half of the subjects in each of these groups were tested on strings containing NPL violations, and the other half of the subjects in each of these groups were tested on NPP violations.
In the acquisition phase of each session, stimuli were displayed on a computer screen. In determining the amount of time for displaying a letter pair or a letter string, the length of the item was multiplied by 200 ms. For example, all letter pairs were displayed for 400 ms, whereas a letter string, such as #MTVX#, was displayed for 1200 ms. Subjects were instructed to study the stimulus while it was displayed on the screen and then to type it in at the keyboard once it disappeared from view. If the subject typed in the stimulus correctly, the next stimulus was presented, but if an error was made, the stimulus reappeared and the subject was asked to type it in again. All the exemplars (18 strings or 75 pairs, depending on the condition) were presented once in each of three blocks of trials. The order of presentation was randomized for each block. The subjects were given feedback on their error rate at the end of each block.
During the test phase, letter strings were presented one at a time on the computer screen. The length of presentation was determined in the same way as for the items in the acquisition phase. Subjects pressed the Y key on the keyboard if they thought the string was valid and the N key if the string was invalid. The instructions given were the same as in Experiment 1, except subjects were told that one half of the letter strings were valid and the other half of the letter strings were invalid. Subjects were not initially informed that they would be participating in two cycles of acquisition and testing. However, before beginning Session 2, subjects were told that they would participate in another learning-testing cycle, although with a different grammar and letter set.
Materials
In Experiment 1, study items were constructed for letter pairs and letter strings from the four possible combinations of the grammar and letter set. All subjects were then tested on the same grammar and character set. In this experiment, the letter strings and letter pairs displayed in the acquisition phase were the same as those used in Experiment 1, but additional test items were constructed to include all four grammar and letter-set combinations. Subjects in this experiment were tested for sensitivity to either NPL or NPP violations. Test stimuli consisted of two presentations of 17 valid and 17 invalid strings, resulting in 68 test items for each grammar and letter-set combination.
Results
The variables of interest in this experiment were materials combination (Gl-Ll, G2-L2, G1-L2, G2-L1), length of study exemplar (strings vs. pairs), violation type (NPP vs. NPL), and practice (Session 1 vs. Session 2). Practice was a within-subject variable; the other factors were between-subjects variables. Materials combination was used for the purpose of counterbalancing. The raw data collected in the grammaticality task were transformed to violation sensitivity scores. ANOVAs were conducted to determine whether there were differences due to materials in the experimental conditions. Because no differ-ences were found, the data were combined across materials for each of the conditions.
Violation Sensitivity Analysis
The mean violation sensitivity scores are shown in Table 4 . T tests were used to determine whether violation sensitivity scores in the various conditions differed from zero.
Strings. The pattern of results for subjects exposed to strings during acquisition replicated that which was found in Experiment 1. Scores for strings conditions differed from zero in Session 1 regardless of whether subjects performed the grammatically task with NPP-type violations, t(19) = 5.60, p < .001, or with NPL-type violations, t{ 19) = 4.09, p < .001. The strings conditions exhibited the same pattern of results in Session 2, with differences occurring for subjects receiving NPP-type violations, ?(19) = 6.33, p < .001, and for those receiving NPL type violations, r(19) = 2.11, p = .048.
Pairs. A slightly different pattern of results was found for pairs conditions. Scores for pairs subjects in Session 1 differed from zero for NPP-type violations, t{\9) = 2.45, p = .024, but not for NPL-type violations, t(l9) = 0.39,p = .701. Scores for pairs conditions in Session 2 also differed from zero for NPP-type violations, f(19) = 2.64, p = .016, but failed to reach significance for NPL-type violations, t(19) = -0.69, p = .498. Practice does not improve performance across sessions, suggesting that the benefit obtained by strings subjects is not because they have developed more accurate expectations for the materials in the testing phase or because they are more familiar with the characteristics of strings.
Strings versus pairs. Differences in violation sensitivity were further investigated by comparing performance in the strings condition to performance in the pairs condition for both violation types. Again, the pattern of results replicated that which was found in Experiment 1. Mean violation sensitivity for NPP-type violations in the strings conditions was 20.59 in comparison with 6.47 for the pairs conditions, f(78) = 4.70, p < .001. Mean violation sensitivity for NPL-type violations in the strings conditions was 9.92 in comparison with -0.22, f(78) = 3.80,;? < .001.
Acquisition Analysis
The error rates in the acquisition phases were analyzed next. If strings subjects make more errors during acquisition than pairs subjects, then the differences in performance between the two conditions may be the result of more exposure to the materials for strings subjects rather than the result of a qualitative difference in knowledge bases. An ANOVA, with length as a between-subjects variable and practice as a withinsubject variable, yielded a significant interaction of practice and length, F(l, 76) = 5.37, p = .023, MS e = 907. The mean error rate for the strings conditions improved much more from the first phase (40.1) to the second phase (28.6) than for pairs conditions from Phase 1 (9.3) to Phase 2 (7.3). More important, however, the mean error rate for strings acquisition was 34.4 in comparison with 8.3 for pairs acquisition, F(l, 76) = 54.17, MS e = 27,170, p < .001. 
Discussion
One of the objectives of Experiment 2 was to determine whether the differences in sensitivity to the grammar demonstrated by subjects learning on pairs as compared with those learning on strings was due to strings subjects' more general experience with strings, thus bringing more contextual knowledge to the test phase. Subjects were exposed to two sessions of acquisition and testing to see if pairs subjects would improve after some experience with the grammaticality task. However, no differences were found from Session 1 to Session 2 for either learning condition. Thus, the advantage strings subjects demonstrate does not appear to result from knowing what to expect in the testing phase.
Another objective was to replicate the findings of Experiment 1. Again, subjects in the strings conditions indicated a significant degree of sensitivity to violations of the grammar as compared with the pairs subjects. In Experiment 1, pairs subjects demonstrated little sensitivity to the grammar. Pairs subjects in Experiment 2 demonstrated a significant degree of sensitivity to violations of permissible letter pairs, but they showed no sensitivity to violations of letter location. In comparison, strings subjects were sensitive to both types of grammatical violations; this finding was replicated from Experiment 1 to Experiment 2. Though pairs subjects exhibited some learning, their sensitivity to the grammar is marginal compared with that demonstrated by strings subjects and, as predicted, does not extend to violations of permissible letter location.
A final objective was to determine whether strings subjects are getting more exposure to the materials than pairs subjects. The error analysis on acquisition items suggests this to be the case. During acquisition, strings subjects encountered items varying in length from 5 to 10 letters, whereas pairs subjects encountered 2-letter items. It is much easier to retain two items in memory for the length of time it takes to type them on the keyboard than it is to retain five or more items. In accordance, subjects in the strings conditions made significantly more errors during acquisition than subjects in the pairs conditions. This translates into more time and effort spent on the exemplars in the strings conditions as compared with the pairs conditions. This discrepancy is addressed in Experiment 3 by equating the task difficulty of the pairs and strings conditions.
Experiment 3
In Experiment 3 we used a new condition designed to equate the pairs condition with the strings condition in terms of the amount and intensity of exposure to the learning materials. Subjects in this condition were exposed to triples of letter pairs in the acquisition phase to see whether increasing acquisition difficulty for letter pairs results in an increase in performance on the grammaticality task. If triples of letter pairs are sufficiently difficult to deal with during acquisition, then error rates should be comparable to those incurred during strings acquisition.
Method
The method used in Experiment 3 was almost identical to that of Experiment 2 with a few exceptions: The new acquisition condition was included, NPL violations were dropped from investigation, subjects participated in only one acquisition and testing cycle, and transfer to a changed letter set was reintroduced.
Subjects
The subjects were 120 undergraduates at New Mexico State University participating in partial fulfillment of requirements for an introductory psychology course.
Procedure
Subjects were randomly assigned to one of the three acquisition conditions (pairs, triples, or strings). Data using the same letter set and the changed letter set were collected over two semesters. As in the strings and pairs conditions, the triples of pairs were displayed on the screen for 1,200 ms, the amount of time proportionate to the number of letters contained in a triples condition (6 x 200 = 1,200 ms). The procedure and instructions for the acquisition and testing phases were the same as in Experiment 2. In particular, subjects in the triples conditions were informed that the order of letters within each pair was determined by a complex set of rules, but that the order of pairs within triples was random.
Materials
Because the two grammars used in Experiments 1 and 2 produced similar results, only Grammar 1 was selected for use in Experiment 3. All subjects were exposed to the same grammar and letter set in the acquisition phase. Half of the subjects received the same letter set for the grammaticality task, and the other half of the subjects performed the grammaticality task on a changed letter set. The materials in the strings and pairs conditions were displayed in the same manner as described in Experiment 2. The materials in the triples acquisition condition were presented as triples of pairs separated by spaces (e.g., X# MR VX). Twenty-five triples were randomly selected without replacement for each subject from the existing set of 75 letter pairs used in the pairs condition. Because the order of pairs within each triple was completely random, the presentation of materials in the triples condition conveyed no additional information over the pairs condition.
Subjects were tested only for sensitivity to NPP violations. Thus, the test stimuli consisted of two presentations of 17 valid and 17 invalid strings, resulting in 68 test items for each of the letter sets.
Results
The variables under investigation in this experiment were length of study exemplar (pairs vs. triples vs. strings) and letter set (same vs. different). All variables were between-subjects variables.
Acquisition Analysis
Error rates in the acquisition phase for the same and changed letter conditions were combined. Planned comparisons were conducted to determine whether there were differences in error rates due to the acquisition condition. There was no significant difference in mean error rate for strings versus triples conditions (31.3 and 35.4, respectively), ?(78) = 0.96, p = .340. However, there was a significant difference in mean error rate for strings versus pairs conditions (31.3 and 5.3, respectively), t(78) = 9.26,p < .001. The pattern of error rates suggests that subjects in the triples and strings conditions were equated in terms of exposure to the stimuli, in contrast to subjects in the pairs conditions, who had less exposure.
Violation Sensitivity Analysis
Next, the raw data from the grammaticality task were converted to violation sensitivity scores. Violation sensitivity scores are shown in Table 5 .
Letters same. Violation sensitivity for the same letter set was significantly different from zero for the pairs condition, t(19) = 2.09, p = .050, the triples condition, r(19) = 2.76, p = .012, and the strings condition, f(19) = 5.52,/? < .001. Subjects in the strings condition were significantly more sensitive to violations than were those in the triples condition, r(38) = 2.17, p = .036, but there was no difference for the pairs condition as compared with the triples condition, f(38) = 0.73, p = .469. Even though subjects in all three conditions performed better than would be expected by chance, subjects in the strings condition demonstrated much more sensitivity to violations of the grammar than did those in the two pairs conditions, despite the fact that learning difficulty in the strings and triples conditions was equated.
Letters changed. Violation sensitivity scores for conditions receiving a different letter set from acquisition to testing were significantly different from zero for the strings condition, r(19) = 3.72,/? = .001, but not for the pairs condition, t(19) = 0.59, p = .561, or the triples condition, t{\9) = 0.64,/? = .530. Subjects in the strings condition also performed significantly better on the grammaticality task than those in the triples condition, r(38) = 2.32, p = .026. There was no difference in violation sensitivity for the triples condition compared with the pairs condition, f(38) = 0.03,/? = .975. Apparently, knowledge of letter pairs is not enough to transfer to significant performance on changed letter sets even when the amount of time and effort invested during learning is the same as in the strings condition.
Discussion
In summary, Experiment 3 addressed a methodological issue arising from the discrepancy in the number of errors subjects made during pairs acquisition as compared with strings acquisition by equating the two conditions in terms of difficulty. The high error rate incurred in the triples condition was statistically the same as that in the strings condition, indicating that the manipulation was a success. Although sensitivity to violations indicated some learning for all subjects receiving the same letter set from acquisition to testing, learning was much greater for the strings conditions than for either of the pairs conditions. Additionally, subjects in the strings conditions were able to transfer their knowledge to a changed letter set, but subjects in the two pairs conditions exhibited no such transfer.
Overall, Experiments 1, 2, and 3 indicated a qualitative difference in the type of information gained from exposure to letter strings as compared with exposure to letter pairs. First, subjects exposed to entire letter strings must be learning something about the location of letters within strings; otherwise, they would not be sensitive to violations of location. In contrast, subjects in the pairs conditions gained no such knowledge, demonstrating that it is empirically, as well as logically, impossible for subjects in the pairs conditions to detect violations of permissible location.
Second, even though subjects in the strings and pairs acquisition conditions were given all the information that they needed for detecting NPP violations, it was evidently not enough to equate performance for both types of acquisition. If classification performance is based on knowledge of simple associations alone, then subjects in the strings condition should perform no differently than subjects in the pairs conditions. Yet, subjects who learn on pairs demonstrate very little sensitivity to NPP-type violations in comparison with subjects in the strings conditions, even after they have had equal exposure time to letter pairs in the acquisition phase (as was demonstrated in Experiment 3).
Third, not only were subjects in the strings conditions adept at detecting violations of permissible pairs and violations of permissible location, but they also showed a significant amount of transfer to a changed letter set. Yet, subjects in the pairs conditions exhibited no such transfer. This is somewhat surprising given that subjects in the pairs conditions demonstrate some knowledge of permissible letter pairs for same letter sets. Evidently, knowledge of isolated letter associations was not a strong factor in transfer performance. Hypotheses as to what might be involved in transfer performance are addressed in the General Discussion, but first one last experiment is reported.
Experiment 4 was conducted with two aims in mind. It was designed as a more rigorous replication of Experiments 1-3. Additionally, we used a knowledge representation methodology to explore the extent of subjects' knowledge of letter pairs as well as the relation of this knowledge to performance in the grammaticality task.
Experiment
A third task was added to the acquisition and testing procedures used in Experiments 1-3. Subjects rated the likelihood that letter pairs were permissible in the grammar. A network scaling procedure was then used to determine the degree to which knowledge of letter associations was correlated with performance on the grammaticality task.
Method
Subjects'
The subjects were 260 undergraduates at New Mexico State University participating in partial fulfillment of requirements for an introductory psychology course.
Materials
There were two differences in the construction of materials from Experiments 1-3. First, the delimiters signaling the beginning and the end of a string were changed from number signs to an open bracket, [, for the beginning of a string and a close bracket, ], for the end of a string. This change was introduced to make the typing task easier. The former requires the use of the shift key, whereas the latter requires only one keystroke. The new delimiters also distinguish the legal beginning and ending letters. Second, all four combinations of materials, given the two grammars and the two character sets, were used in both the acquisition and the testing phases. One fourth of the subjects were assigned to each of the four materials combinations for the acquisition phase (Gl-Ll, G1-L2, G2-L1, and G2-L2). In turn, within each of these groups one fourth of the subjects were assigned to each of the four grammar (grammar-same vs. grammar-different) and letter set (letters-same vs. letters-different) conditions for the testing phase. This counterbalancing of materials resulted in 16 different materials sets from acquisition to testing. These 16 sets then collapsed into four separate groups (grammar-same/letters-same, grammar-same/lettersdifferent, grammar-different/letters-same, and grammar-different/ letters-different), but each group contained all four grammar-set and letter-set combinations.
•5 Acquisition items. As in Experiments 1-3, subjects in the pairs acquisition conditions were exposed to 75 pairs, and subjects in the strings acquisition condition were exposed to 18 letter strings. Subjects were exposed to 150 letters total during acquisition regardless of condition or grammar-and-character set combination.
Test items. All three categories of test strings were created for each of the grammars: new grammatical strings, nongrammatical strings with NPP violations, and nongrammatical strings with NPL violations. Seventeen strings were used for each category of test strings and were Ratings items. Every pairwise combination of the delimiters, as well as the five letters used in the test materials, was produced, resulting in 49 letter pairs.
Procedure
As in Experiment 3, subjects participated in one of three conditions during the acquisition phase (pairs, triples of pairs, or strings) and in a grammaticality task during the testing phase. The data were collected in the same manner as in Experiments 2 and 3. After acquisition and testing, a subset of the subjects participated in a ratings task in which the 49 letter-pair combinations (resulting from the 5 letters used during testing plus the delimiters) were displayed one at a time on the computer screen. Subjects judged how certain they were that two letters were presented in a valid order on a scale ranging from nonpermissible letter order (1) to permissible letter order (6). Subjects recorded their selection by entering the appropriately numbered key on the keyboard. Ratings were collected in a subset of four conditions: grammar-changed/letters-different strings, grammar-same/letterssame strings, grammar-same/letters-same triples, and grammar-same/ letters-different strings. These particular conditions were targeted because they were the most diagnostic for investigating the relation between knowledge of specific letter pairs and classification performance. Subjects in the grammar-changed /letters-different and grammar-same/letters-different conditions were expected to exhibit very little knowledge of permissible letter-pair order. The grammar-same/ letters-same strings and triples subjects were expected to exhibit increasingly more knowledge about specific letter pairs. The issue this analysis was designed to address was the degree to which knowledge of specific letter associations relates to classification performance.
Error rates in the acquisition phase were collapsed over grammar and letter set. The mean error for the strings, triples, and pairs conditions were 27.3, 43.8, and 4.5, respectively. Subjects in strings conditions made significantly fewer errors during acquisition than those in the triples conditions, f(58) = -23.46, p < .001. There was also a significant difference in strings versus pairs acquisition, t(58) = 128.10,/? < .001. The pattern of results was slightly different from that found in Experiment 3 in which there was no difference in the error rate for triples and strings acquisition. However, this difference should result in an advantage for subjects learning on triples of pairs because it suggests that triples subjects had longer exposure to the exemplars during acquisition than did strings subjects.
Violation Sensitivity Analysis
Next, the raw data from the grammaticality task were converted to violation sensitivity scores. Mean scores for all conditions are shown in Table 6 . The variables under investigation in this study were length of study exemplar (pairs vs. triples of pairs vs. strings), same or different grammar (grammar-same vs. grammar-changed), same or changed letter set (letters-same vs. letters-different), and violation type (NPL vs. NPP). All manipulations were between-subjects variables except for violation type. T tests were conducted to determine whether the violation sensitivity scores differed significantly from zero (i.e., random responding).
Grammar-changed analyses. None of the grammar-changed conditions resulted in sensitivity to violations of grammaticality. This contrasts with the grammar-changed condition in Experiment 1, which showed a significant sensitivity effect for the grammar-different/letters-different strings condition. Additionally, none of the conditions resulted in significant negative violation sensitivity scores (i.e., a greater number of misses relative to correct rejections) like the one found in the grammar-same/letters-same pairs condition in Experiment 1. There were no logical explanations for these two results, and the failure to replicate suggests that they were indeed anomalies.
Grammar-same analyses. An analysis of the grammar-same conditions demonstrated that none of the pairs conditions resulted in sensitivity to violations of grammaticality. The only condition that differed from chance for triples subjects was for NPP-type violations, and this occurred only when the grammar and letter set remained the same (grammar-same/letterssame), t(19) = 3.09, p = .006. However, subjects in the strings conditions were sensitive to both NPP and NPL violations regardless of whether the letter set remained the same or whether it was changed. For example, violation sensitivity scores differed significantly from zero in the grammar-same/ letters-same strings conditions for both NPP-type violations, t{\9) = 7.96, p < .001, and NPL-type violations, t(19) = 5.36, p < .001. The grammar-same/letters-different strings condi-tions were also sensitive to both NPP-type violations, r(19) = 4.26,/? < .001, and NPL-type violations, f(19) = 3.39,/> = .003.
Strings versus triples and pairs. In addition, for grammarsame/letters-same, NPP-type violations, subjects in the strings condition performed significantly better than those in the triples condition, f(38) = 4.42,/) < .001. However, there was no difference in violation sensitivity between the triples and pairs conditions, /(38) = 1.43, p = .160. The results were similar for grammar-same/letters-same NPL-type violations; subjects in the strings condition outperformed those in the triples condition, f(38) = 3.77, p < .001. Also, there was no difference in violation sensitivity between the triples and pairs conditions, f(38) = 0.64, p = .52. This general pattern of results was replicated for the grammar-same/letters-different conditions. For NPP-type violations, the strings condition performed significantly better than the triples condition, f(38) = 3.06, p = .004. But, there was no difference in violation sensitivity between the triples and pairs conditions, ?(38) = -0.32, p = .750. For grammar-same/letters-different NPLtype violations, the strings condition surpassed the triples condition, r(38) = 2.85,p = .007. And, there was no difference in violation sensitivity between the triples and pairs conditions, f(38) = -0.76, p = .46. Thus, the violation sensitivity analysis for the grammar-same/letters-same conditions resulted in a replication of the findings across Experiments 1, 2, and 3, adding confidence to the general pattern of results. This same pattern held up in the transfer conditions. That is, the grammar-same/letters-different strings subjects significantly outperformed the triples and pairs subjects for both NPP-and NPL-type violations.
Network Scaling Analysis
A network scaling analysis was used to assess subjects' explicit knowledge of letter associations. Subjects were asked to rate whether letter pairs were presented in a legal order. Thus, higher ratings denoted greater certainty that two letters were presented in a legal order and lower ratings denoted less certainty. The ratings were converted to distances by subtracting from seven and were then used as input to the Pathfinder network scaling algorithm (Schvaneveldt & Durso, 1981; Schvaneveldt, Durso, & Dearholt, 1989) . Pathfinder produces networks consisting of nodes (representing concepts, objects, actions, etc.) and links (the relations between nodes). A link is present in a Pathfinder solution if and only if that link is a minimum-length path between two nodes. In the case of Experiment 4, nodes are brackets or letters ([, ] , M, R, v, T, x), and links indicate the certainty with which subjects judged letter pairs to be in a permissible order. There are several advantages to using a scaling methodology such as Pathfinder, especially for these data. First, Pathfinder results in the reduction of all n 2 ratings to only the most salient relationships in the data. Pathfinder is superior to the method of using a threshold for identifying permissible letter pairs because it compensates for individual differences in scale usage and does not depend on an arbitrary choice of cutoff. That is, a link is included in the Pathfinder solution only when it represents the most direct path between concepts or when it is tied to another equally direct path. Second, Pathfinder can produce a directed network from nonsymmetric rating data. This is an advantage, given that a number of the associations between letters in the artificial grammar were nonsymmetric. Third, once the Pathfinder analysis is complete, the resulting networks may be evaluated in terms of observed and expected similarity to a target network. For example, ideal networks can be generated on the basis of the actual transitions in the grammars. The networks obtained from subjects can then be compared with the ideal networks as a way of determining how much subjects know about legal transitions in the grammar. Figures 3 and 4 show the ideal networks generated from the legal transitions in Grammars 1 and 2, respectively. Note that these representations differ from the representations of the grammars shown in Figures 1 and 2 . This is because the ideal networks represent legal transitions between symbols, that is, information about permissible pairs. Thus, comparing the networks derived from subjects' ratings to the ideal networks serves only to assess knowledge about letter pairs.
The metric used for comparing the subject's networks to the ideal network was the expected number of common links. The probability that two networks will share X links can be computed from the hypergeometric probability distribution and can, in turn, be used to compute an expected number of links in common between two networks. The expected number of shared links is then subtracted from the observed number of links shared by two networks, to obtain an index of similarity (SIM), which is relative to the chance level of similarity. Thus, a SIM value of zero indicates that the number of links in the intersection of two networks does not exceed the number expected merely by chance. The mean SIM values are shown in Table 7 . Two sets of SIM values were computed and analyzed. One set was based on all 49 possible links between the items (the five letters plus the delimiters, [ and ] ). The other set excluded symbol pairs with illegal delimiters, that is, pairs that included a delimiter in an invalid position (e.g., any letter preceded by ], any letter followed by [, or [ ]) . The resulting set consisted of 35 possible links. The purpose of the first analysis was to determine whether subjects developed any sensitivity to the general structure of the strings, regardless of learning condition. The purpose of the second analysis was to determine whether subjects had specific knowledge about legal letter pairs.
The results of the SIM analysis on all 49 links indicate that each of the four conditions differed significantly from chance in terms of the number of observed minus expected links shared (all at levels of p < .001). In contrast, the SIM results excluding links with illegal delimiters indicate a significant difference from chance only for the grammar-same/letterssame strings condition, f(19) = 3.36, p = .003, and the grammar-same/letters-same triples condition, Z(19) = 3.56, p = .002. There was no difference in mean SIM values for the grammar-same/letters-same strings and triples conditions, /(38) = 0.94, p = .354. The grammar-same/letters-different and grammar-different/letters-different strings conditions did not differ significantly from chance, f(19) = \.\9,p = .241, and f(19) = 1.33,p = .200, respectively.
We performed Spearman rank order correlations between mean SIM values and classification performance to determine whether there was a relation between knowledge of letter pairs and performance per learning condition. There were no significant correlations between these measures when all possible 49 links were included in the SIM analysis. However, when the links with illegal delimiters were eliminated from the analyses, the relation between SIM and violation sensitivity was significantly correlated for strings subjects alone. That is, SIM values for grammar-same/letters-same strings subjects were correlated at .466 and .492 for NPP and NPL violations, respectively,/? < .05. The results of the SIM analyses suggest real differences in associational knowledge after subjects learn on letter strings as compared with letter pairs. The fact that each condition shared significantly more observed than expected links when illegal delimiters were included in the analysis suggests that subjects learn something about the structure of strings regardless of the learning condition. That is, all conditions were sensitive to gross violations in legal letter-pair combinations. A different pattern of results was expected when illegal delimiters were excluded from the analysis. Subjects in the grammar-same/ letters-same triples condition were expected to exhibit the greatest amount of information for grammatical associations because they were explicitly trained on these associations. Yet SIM values for triples subjects did not differ from those for grammar-same/letters-same strings subjects. In addition, SIM values for triples subjects did not correlate with ability to detect violations in grammaticality. Because the only information given to triples subjects was composed of letter associations, one would expect there to be some relation between classification performance and knowledge of letter pairs. However, even though triples subjects showed some sensitivity to NPP violations, there was still a quantitative difference in classification performance as compared with subjects in the grammar-same/letters-same strings condition. If triples subjects learn so little, then perhaps it should be no surprise that their knowledge of letter pairs does not correlate with classification performance.
Taken together, the results suggest that although there may be some correspondence between subjects' explicit knowledge of letter associations and measures of implicit learning, as demonstrated in the ability that pairs and triples subjects have for detecting violations in the grammar, this knowledge plays a limited role in transfer performance. In particular, subjects in the grammar-same/letters-different strings condition consistently demonstrated sensitivity in the implicit learning test, yet their ratings in the explicit knowledge test captured very little information in the grammar. In contrast, the ratings obtained for the grammar-same/letters-same triples condition captured a significant amount of information in the grammar, yet triples subjects demonstrated no ability to transfer knowledge to a changed letter set in the implicit learning test.
General Discussion
The purpose of this series of studies was to determine whether subjects learn as much from exposure to letter associations as they do from exposure to complete strings. We hypothesized that if the learning conditions wete equivalent. then (a) subjects would not differ in their ability to detect violations of grammaticality, (b) subjects in both conditions would exhibit transfer to a changed letter set, and (c) explicit knowledge of letter associations would correspond to the ability to detect violations of grammaticality.
The results regarding the first prediction indicate that subjects who acquired knowledge of the grammar on the basis of the presentation of letter pairs were not as sensitive to violations of grammaticality as subjects who were initially exposed to letter strings. In some cases, subjects in the pairs conditions were able to detect violations of permissible letter pairs, but these subjects were never able to detect violations of permissible letter location. Experiment 2 demonstrated that the discrepancies in violation sensitivity do not appear because of differences in practice with strings. Experiments 3 and 4 demonstrated that learning during exposure to letter pairs can be increased by equating the amount of effort or exposure time during acquisition of strings and pairs. However, sensitivity to the grammar after learning on pairs never reached the level of performance evident after learning on strings.
Second, the different learning conditions did not produce equal performance on the transfer task. That is, subjects in the pairs conditions demonstrated no transfer to a changed letter set. However, subjects in the strings conditions consistently demonstrated a significant amount of transfer, regardless of violation type. The general picture is that subjects demonstrated the ability to identify properties that are common to the grammar regardless of letter set-properties that are clearly not conveyed in isolated letter pairs but that may be embedded in the associations between and the positions of longer letter patterns.
With regard to the third prediction, there appears to be very little correspondence between knowledge of isolated letter pairs and the ability to detect violations of grammaticality. Analysis of the similarity between subjects' knowledge of legal letter associations and the actual grammar demonstrated that the grammar-same/letters-same strings and triples conditions captured a significant amount of information about grammatical letter associations. Yet knowledge of letter associations alone cannot account for what subjects are learning. Otherwise, triples subjects would perform just as well as strings subjects on the grammaticality task. However, there was no correlation between knowledge of legal letter associations and classification performance in the triples condition. An additional finding was that, strings subjects who received a changed letter set during testing demonstrated virtually no explicit knowledge of the legal order of letters in their ratings. Yet these same subjects demonstrated a significant degree of sensitivity on the grammaticality task, suggesting that transfer performance may have very little to do with knowledge of letter associations. Triples subjects cannot have more knowledge of the grammar than that embodied in letter pairs. However, if knowledge of letter pairs does not correlate with classification performance (as in the case of the triples condition) and if knowledge of letter pairs cannot explain transfer performance, then what are subjects learning from letter strings?
Our findings suggest that answers to this question may well be found in an understanding of the mechanisms underlying transfer performance. Knowledge of isolated letter associations is clearly insufficient for explaining the ability to transfer knowledge across the surface characteristics of one letter set to another. Transfer must be made on the basis of some mapping between the properties shared by the letter strings regardless of which letter set is used to instantiate them. The mapping must begin either with a discovery of the correspondence between individual pairs across the two letter sets or with the correspondence between general characteristics of the letter strings concerning the positioning of letters within longer letter patterns. Given the fact that transfer to a changed letter set occurs in the absence of explicit knowledge of letter associations combined with the fact that explicit knowledge of letter associations does not result in transfer, the latter may be a more viable explanation. After all, previous research suggests that knowledge of longer letter patterns is fundamental in artificial grammar learning ServanSchreiber & Anderson, 1990) . Perhaps sensitivity to letter associations is dependent on their being embedded in the context of longer patterns, and in turn, perhaps these longer patterns provide a mechanism for transfer performance. Even the nonanalytic approach advocated by Brooks and Vokey (1991) is consistent with these findings. In their view, knowledge of isolated letter pairs would result in poor performance because a similarity match to a letter pair is too general to be very helpful. That is, exemplars that are stored in the form of letter pairs would be impoverished sources for an operation requiring a similarity match.
Our studies, in combination with the work described earlier (Brooks & Vokey, 1991; Mathews et al., 1989; Reber, 1989; Servan-Schreiber & Anderson, 1990; Vokey & Brooks, 1992) , provide converging evidence that people pick up on global qualities of patterns and the relations of these patterns to one another in strings. If subjects are indeed learning characteristic patterns, then this makes the job of identifying the order of letters much easier, perhaps explaining why strings subjects demonstrate more sensitivity to letter associations than do pairs subjects.
Conclusion
Perruchet and Pacteau's (1990) general message was that cognitive psychologists have been far too ready to explain complex behavior as the output of complex rule-governed systems. Perruchet and Pacteau supported their argument by demonstrating how a seemingly complex phenomenon such as implicit learning may be explained in terms of explicit knowledge of simple letter associations. We agree that it is a mistake to account for behavior in terms of complex processing when a simpler process more accurately explains the phenomenon under study. However, our studies demonstrate that explicit knowledge of associations does not adequately account for artificial grammar learning. A moderate degree of learning may result from exposure to simple associations, but our experiments demonstrate thoroughly that simple associations are insufficient for conveying information that may be crucial for more abstract learning to occur (most notably, the learning revealed by transfer to a new set of symbols). We are not disputing the claim that artificial grammar learning results in some sensitivity to letter pairs. Rather, we are disputing claims that letter associations are fundamental learning units in artificial grammar learning and that simple association is the driving mechanism in classification performance. Perhaps a fruitful avenue of investigation given the present findings would be to ascertain whether subjects become more sensitive to the most frequently presented letter patterns or chunks. It is quite possible that the most frequently encountered chunks drive classification performance, and this issue can be addressed empirically.
